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Abstract: Remote sensing image captioning aims to describe the content of images using natural
language. In contrast with natural images, the scale, distribution, and number of objects generally
vary in remote sensing images, making it hard to capture global semantic information and the
relationships between objects at different scales. In this paper, in order to improve the accuracy
and diversity of captioning, a mask-guided Transformer network with a topic token is proposed.
Multi-head attention is introduced to extract features and capture the relationships between objects.
On this basis, a topic token is added into the encoder, which represents the scene topic and serves
as a prior in the decoder to help us focus better on global semantic information. Moreover, a new
Mask-Cross-Entropy strategy is designed in order to improve the diversity of the generated captions,
which randomly replaces some input words with a special word (named [Mask]) in the training stage,
with the aim of enhancing the model’s learning ability and forcing exploration of uncommon word
relations. Experiments on three data sets show that the proposed method can generate captions with
high accuracy and diversity, and the experimental results illustrate that the proposed method can
outperform state-of-the-art models. Furthermore, the CIDEr score on the RSICD data set increased
from 275.49 to 298.39.

Keywords: image captioning; remote sensing; transformer network; global semantic information;
topic token

1. Introduction

With the popularity of remote sensing technology, applications based on remote
sensing images have attracted widespread attention, including target detection [1], clas-
sification [2,3], and segmentation tasks [4,5]. As demand continues to expand, the sole
use of such applications is inadequate to express the content and semantic information in
the image [6]. Remote sensing image captioning aims to describe abundant image content
using natural language [6]; compared with image target detection, classification, and seg-
mentation tasks, it is more complex and challenging, as it requires representing the semantic
relationships among objects and generating an exact and descriptive sentence [6,7]. Remote
sensing image captioning is vital for numerous application fields, such as geographic
information retrieval [8], disaster monitoring [9], and image understanding [6].

Remote sensing image captioning is an important branch of image captioning, and
the most popular methods of image captioning mainly fall into three general categories:
retrieval-based [10,11], detection-based [12,13], and encoder–decoder-based methods [14].
Methods based on retrieval require a given corresponding image-caption data set, such
that captions can be directly generated by matching with a corresponding image. These
methods demand large amounts of data and the generated captions are often quite limited.
Detection-based methods mainly detect fixed objects in an image and then associate them
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through pre-set sentence patterns. The use of a fixed statement pattern makes the method
unable to express the relationships among objects. Encoder–decoder methods are the
mainstream at present. The encoder is used to extract image features and map them
to the corresponding word embedding space, following which the decoder generates
sentences according to the encoded image features. The most common encoder–decoder
framework combines CNN (convolutional neural networks) and LSTM (long short-term
memory) networks.

In remote sensing images, the scale, distribution, and number of objects often vary [6].
To further illustrate the difficulties in remote sensing image captioning, we chose an
example in the RSICD data set, as shown in Figure 1. Variously sized objects with scattered
distribution can be observed. If the bounding boxes of Faster-R-CNN [15] (Faster region
convolutional neural networks) are used to represent the object features, they will overlap
each other to a large extent and will contain a great deal of background noise. In this
situation, most researchers can only use the output of a pre-trained CNN (e.g., ResNet [16],
VGG [17], and so on) to extract image features, which may result in a loss of region features.
In addition, it can be found in the descriptions that high-level semantic words, such as
“square”, are necessary to describe the image content. If only utilizing the image region
or object features, we can only obtain low-level semantic words, such as “pond”, “trees”,
and “buildings”. It can be shown that high-level semantic words mainly rely on the
global relationships among objects, but not local image features. Such global relations can
be interpreted as global semantic information. In most CNN-based methods, the mean
pooling operation is applied to capture the global semantic information, but this may lead
to neglecting the relationships between objects and scenes, causing key information loss
and influencing the high-level semantic words; therefore, CNN using mean pooling are
inadequate when it comes to capturing the global semantic information required for remote
sensing image captioning.

(1) the square with a circular pond and lawn is surrounded by some trees .

(2) surrounded by some trees  there are a round pond and lawns on the square .

(3) the square with a circle pond and lawn is surrounded by some trees .

(4) this square is surrounded by rows of trees and several buildings .

(5) a square covered by green meadows is near several buildings and some green trees .

Figure 1. An example in the RSICD data set. An image is shown on the left and its corresponding
descriptions are on the right.

With the continuous performance advancement in image captioning, improving the
diversity of captioning has become another research tendency. In general, the training
strategy for image captioning is divided into two stages: Cross-Entropy (CE) training in
the beginning and self-critical (SC) training [18] for fine-tuning. The CE training stage
calculates the Cross-Entropy loss function at the word level, while the SC training stage
regards the sentence generation process as a sequential decision problem and fine-tunes
the model through reinforcement learning [19]. It has been shown that SC training is
effective for improving accuracy [18] and suppressing train–test condition bias (or exposure
bias) [20] in the CE training stage; however, the models obtained via SC training tend to
generate templated sentences, showing reduced sentence diversity. For remote sensing
image captioning, the description is relatively simpler than in natural image description.
As such, the lack of diversity in the generated sentences is more obvious, and so, improving
the diversity of remote sensing description is vital. However, this aspect has been rarely
explored in existing studies.
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Hence, in order to handle the problems mentioned above, a new method—named
mask-guided Transformer network with topic token—of remote sensing image captioning
is proposed in this paper. It aims to generate captions with high accuracy and diversity,
which has been rarely explored in the past. In the proposed method, we propose a topic
encoder, which is composed of a topic token and a Transformer( we use term “Transformer”
as a substitution of “Transformer network”) encoder. The topic token is used to obtain the
global semantic information and the multi-head attention mechanism in the Transformer
is used to extract region and object features from the images, which is more suitable for
remote sensing images with multi-scale objects and complex scenes. For the decoder, we
propose a semantic-guided decoder, in which the global semantic information captured by
the topic token is applied to help guide the generation of high-level semantic words.

In addition, a new training strategy to improve the diversity of generated sentences
is proposed, named Mask–Cross-Entropy (Mask-CE). With the Mask-CE strategy, some
words in the sequence are randomly masked in each training iteration, and the next word
is predicted based on fewer ground-truth words, which effectively suppresses the exposure
bias and enhances the robustness of the method. Furthermore, the random mask operation
can boost the diversity of the training sequence context, which is useful for preventing
over-fitting and enhancing the learning ability. Experiments on three remote sensing data
sets show that this training strategy can outperform the evaluation metric score of CE with
SC while maintaining diversity at the same time.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose a full Transformer network to improve the accuracy of generated caption-
ing, which can better represent the remote sensing features of large-scale and crowded
objects in contrast with the common CNN and LSTM framework;

• To better express the global semantic information in the image, a topic token is pro-
posed, which can interact with the image features and can be directly used in the
decoder to guide sentence generation;

• A new Mask–Cross-Entropy training strategy is proposed in order to reduce the
model training time, and enables the generated descriptions to have high accuracy
and diversity.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2, some previous
representative related studies are introduced. Next, the overall structure and details of the
mask-guided Transformer with a topic token method are described in Section 3. Then, the
experiment and analysis on three data sets are detailed in Section 4. Finally, we summarize
our conclusions and directions for future work in Section 5.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review some existing image captioning works. First, we introduce
some representative works in natural image captioning, which is the main research aspect
in the image captioning field. Then, some remote sensing image captioning works cor-
responding to the characteristics of remote sensing images are discussed. Finally, some
training strategies to improve the description diversity are also mentioned.

2.1. Natural Image Captioning

Encoder–decoder is the main framework used in natural image captioning. NIC
(neural image caption) [14] is a typical encoder–decoder network, which uses CNN to
extract the global image features and feeds them to a long short-term memory (LSTM)
network [21] in the first time step in order to avoid over fitting. However, the image
features are not re-used in the later time step, leading to insufficient utilization of image
features. To address this drawback, the Bottom-Up and Top-Down attention mechanism
network [22] utilizes the mean values of Faster-RCNN [15] object features to obtain region
features. In order to fully exploit the image features, the decoder is composed of two LSTM:
at each time step, the first LSTM uses the previous hidden state and the global mean value
of all region features to update the hidden value, while the second LSTM uses the weighted
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average value of region features based on the hidden state to generate the next word. In
the Bottom-Up and Top-Down attention mechanism network, the input encoded image
features in the decoder vary with time, and can be used in each time step.

To enhance the interactions between sentences and images, an attention on attention
(AOA) module has been proposed in AoANet [23]. After an attention mechanism module,
the AOA module first generates an “information vector” and “attention gate” using the
attention value and the query context vector, respectively, then utilizes them to perform
another attention operation to obtain the final output, which can reduce useless information
in the model. The AOA network applies two attention modules to get better results, which
also shows the strong learning ability associated with attention mechanisms.

The Transformer model [24] has made great breakthroughs in natural language pro-
cessing through the use of a multi-head attention mechanism. Considering the ability of
Transformer in processing sequences, researchers have attempted to use Transformer as
an image captioning decoder. A successful example of replacing the LSTM decoder with
Transformer is the Meshed Memory Transformer model [25], which improves both the
image encoding and the language generation steps by utilizing the multi-level relation-
ships in Transformer. Additionally, the multi-head attention can also be used to explore
cross-modal relations. Object Relation Transformer [26] applies multi-head attention to
exploring the relation between the object features and corresponding geometric features;
the generated description can represent the relative positions of objects more accurately.

2.2. Remote Sensing Image Captioning

Multi-modal encoder–decoder [6] was the first remote sensing image captioning
model, which is based on the NIC model [14]. To solve the data shortage associated with
remote sensing image captioning tasks, Qu et al. [6] constructed the UCM (UC Merced) and
Sydney data sets. To further enrich the data sets, Lu et al. [27] have annotated the RSICD
data set. Compared with UCM and Sydney, the RSICD data set contains more images with
abundant descriptions.

Due to the characteristics of remote sensing images, Faster-R-CNN [15] cannot perform
well for remote sensing object feature extraction. In order to better extract the features
of variously scaled objects in the image, structured attention [28] has been proposed to
obtain the image segmentation proposal features. It applies a selective search to find the
segmentation proposals and multiplies them with CNN features to obtain the structured
features. The structured features can reflect the local region features well; however, the
selective search does not work well when there are numerous objects in the image.

The size of objects in remote sensing image varies, which can lead to omissions during
feature extraction. To address this problem, the denoising-based multi-scale feature fusion
network [29] first filters noise in the image with two fully connected layers, following
which the encoder output is obtained by fusing the outputs of CNN features at three scales.
The Multi-Level Attention Model [30] uses three attention blocks to represent attention
to different areas of the image, attention to different words, and attention to vision and
semantics. The above two models take a multi-scale method as the entry point to extract
different object features, but ignore the high semantic information.

Considering the large-scale variation and richness of objects in remote sensing images,
researchers have attempted to extract global semantic information to facilitate word gener-
ation. The mean pooling operation is a common way to capture such information [6,27].
VRTMM [31] (Variational autoencoder and reinforcement-learning-based two-stage mul-
titask learning model) uses the output of VGG16 [17] (visual geometry group 16) with
a soft-max layer to represent the semantic features. RASG [32] (recurrent attention and
semantic gate) utilizes a recurrent attention mechanism and semantic gate to generate
better image features corresponding to the current word.

Multi-head attention has proven to be effective in extracting the complex relationships
between different objects [24], which fits well with the characteristics of remote sensing
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images. Inspired by this, in our study, we explore the use of the Transformer encoder to
extract the image features and a new way to capture global semantic information.

Furthermore, as the objects in remote sensing images are complex and abundant,
common descriptions with high accuracy cannot represent the content well. Therefore,
improving the diversity in remote sensing image captioning is necessary, but the above
studies have not explored this aspect deeply.

2.3. Training Strategy and Improve Diversity

The use of Cross-Entropy (CE) and Self-Critical (SC) training is an effective training
strategy to enhance the accuracy performance. In the initial training stage, the Cross-
Entropy loss is used to pre-train the decoder at the word level. One limitation of CE is that,
at each sampling time step, the previous words are the ground truth, but not the previously
generated words. However, in the evaluation and test stage, the current predicted word
only relies on the pre-predicted words, which may be different from the ground truth; this
discrepancy is called exposure bias [20].

To solve this problem, a self-critical training strategy has been proposed [18]. In the
SC strategy, the previous words are the pre-predicted words, which is the same as in the
actual inference stage. The SC uses evaluation metrics such as BLEU [33] and CIDEr [34]
as the reward. In this training strategy, the model tends to generate sentences with higher
rewards, so the model often has a higher accuracy, but this will also result in a loss of
sentence diversity.

To improve the diversity of captioning, Dai et al. [35] and Wang et al. [36] used a
GAN (Generative adversarial network) [37] and a VAE (Variational Auto Encoder) [38],
respectively; however, the two methods will result in accuracy losses to a certain extent. SLL-
SLE [39] (sequence-level learning via sequence-level exploration)adds diversity evaluations
in the optimization target to promote diversity. Wang et al. [40] have proposed the Self-
CIDEr metric to evaluate the diversity in captioning and use it as the reward score in
reinforcement learning. To combine the accuracy and diversity scores, a partial off-policy
learning scheme [41] has been proposed. These latter three methods mainly conduct fine-
tuning in the reinforcement learning stage, while our Mask–Cross-Entropy (Mask-CE)
training strategy mainly explores optimizing the first Cross-Entropy loss function.

3. Method

In this section, we introduce the mask-guided Transformer with a topic token for
remote sensing image captioning in detail. Its overall framework is shown in Figure 2,
where Ne and Nd are the number of encoder and decoder layers. The proposed method
consists of three main parts: a topic encoder to extract image features with global semantic
information; a semantic-guided decoder for word generation; and the Mask–Cross-Entropy
training strategy, which improves the diversity. More details are given in the following
sections.

3.1. Topic Encoder

Faster-R-CNN has been widely used as a feature encoder in natural image captioning,
but the extracted features from Transformer have been rarely explored. Further, the features
obtained from Faster-R-CNN do not fit remote sensing images well, and we believe that the
multi-head attention in Transformer may be a better fit with the characteristics of remote
sensing images, as it can explore the relationships among different image regions. Based on
this, we explore the use of Transformer to build the feature encoder for our remote sensing
image captioning model.

Consider an input image of size h × w × 3. As the Transformer model takes the
sequence as input, it is necessary to convert each image into a sequence composed of
N = h

s ×
w
s patches, where s is the size of the single patch. Note that s was set as 16 in

our experiments. Then, the patches are input to the embedding layer in order to map the
features to the same space as the word embedding.
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[bos] Many [Mask] and green trees [Mask] around an [Mask] pond
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 Transformer Encoder
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Random Mask

Mask Multi-Head 
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[bos] Many buildings and green trees are around an irregular pond
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Mask Word Embedding features
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Topic: 
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Many buildings and green trees are 
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dN 

eN 
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T

Figure 2. The structure of proposed mask-guided Transformer with topic token. For the sake of
clarity, the AddNorm and embedding operations are not shown.

For remote sensing image captioning, the captured global semantic information is
crucial, as it is used to represent the complex relationships among objects and the whole
scene. In Figure 3, we show some images which illustrate the importance of global se-
mantic information. In the figure, some different high-level semantic words (also called
topics), such as the “industrial area”, the “commercial area”, and the “residential area”,
have corresponding images which are all composed of many buildings with similar local
characteristics, but different in the arrangement of buildings and the surrounding scene.
Therefore, it is observed that the topics expressing global semantic information can be
obtained from the large-scale scene, but not the local patch features.

To extract the global semantic information, we propose a topic token module ([T]). It
is similar to [Class] token in Bert [42] (Bidirectional encoder representations from Trans-
formers) and Vit (Vision Transformer) [43], the difference being that [T] is not only used
for classification, but also guides word generation in the decoding stage. Compared with
the mean pooling operation on image features [6,27] or the classification result of the
softmax layer [31], [T] is a trainable parameter and the self-attention calculates its atten-
tion value with each image path feature. Thus, its output VT can better express global
semantic information.
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Figure 3. Some remote sensing images and corresponding topics.

After adding the topic token in image patch features, it is necessary to add position
encoding to represent the sequence order. Thus, the input of the encoder can be written as:

V1 = [T, p1, p2, . . . , pn, . . . , pN ] + ppos, (1)

where T is the topic token, pn is the nth image patch, N is the number of image patches, pN
is the last image patch, and ppos is the position coding.

The structure of the topic encoder is shown in Figure 4. The main part of the topic
encoder is the multi-head attention layer, where the operation in this layer is calculated as:

MHA(Q, K, V) = Concat(head1, head2, . . . , headH)W
headi = Attention

(
QWQ

i , KWK
i , VWV

i

)
,

Attention(Q, K, V) = soft max
(

QKT
√

d

)
V,

(2)

where MHA denotes the multi-head attention; H is the number of attention heads; headi is
the ith attention head; W is the weight vector in the multi-head attention; Q, K, V are the
query, key, and value vectors, respectively; WQ

i , WK
i , WV

i are trainable parameters; and d is
the scale factor.

In the final encoder, the output is separated into two parts, which can be expressed as:

VT = VNe [1],
VI = VNe [2, . . . , N + 1],

(3)

where VT is the first element in VNe and represents the topic feature, while VI is the rest of
VNe and represents the image feature, N is the number of image patches, and VNe is the
output of topic encoder.

As topics are based on the large-scale scene and the whole caption, it is difficult to
directly train the topic token with image captioning data sets. Hence, in order to train
the whole network faster and better, a remote sensing topic classification task is used to
pre-train the encoder and the topic token. The first part involves setting topic labels, where
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annotators provide a class name set for the whole data set for further usage. In this sense,
RSICD [27] provides 30 category names, UCM [6] provides 21 names, and Sydney [6]
provides 7 names (e.g., airport, parking lot, dense residential area). In the RSICD data set,
there is a category name corresponding to each image, which we directly set as the topic
label. For the UCM and Sydney data sets, we use the following strategy to find the topic
label corresponding to the image: if a class name appears in more than three captions of
an image, it is set as the topic label of the image. An example of this strategy is shown
in Figure 5. In this way, a remote sensing topic classification data set was built. In the
pre-training classification task, to ensure that the topic token can extract the global semantic
information, only the output feature of the topic token is used as input to the classification
layer. Then, the pre-trained weights are used to initialize the encoder and topic token.

Input-Embedding

Multihead-Self-Attention

Add&Norm

MLP

Norm

eN 

Image Patches

Position-Encoding

Encoder Output

TTopic Token

Figure 4. The structure of topic encoder.

After pre-training the topic encoder, considering the modality gap between the image
and the sentence, it is necessary to fine-tune the encoder for the image captioning task.
However, we find that the accuracy is decreased if the encoder and decoder are fine tuned
together. To solve this issue, we add an extra MLP (Multilayer Perceptron) layer [44] after
the encoder, freeze the encoder, and only train the extra MLP while fine-tuning. The extra
MLP is a kind of embedding layer, which maps the image features to a deeper space so it
can explore potential semantic associations between images and sentences.

To better extract image features, we utilize the multi-head attention in Transformer,
which fits the characteristic of large-scale and numerous objects in remote sensing images.
We also propose a topic token to extract the global semantic information, which is a trainable
and independent vector and can interact with each image path feature.
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It is a medium residential area .

A medium residential area with houses arranged neatly.

A medium residential area with a road goes through this area.

Some houses arranged neatly in the medium residential area.

This is a medium residential area with a road goes through this area.

Lots of boats docked at the harbor and the water is deep blue 

Lots of boats docked in lines at the harbor 

Many boats docked in lines at the harbor and the water is deep blue .

Many boats docked in lines at the harbor and only a few positions are free .

Lots of boats docked in lines at the harbor and only a few positions are free

Topic: harbor

Topic: medium residential

Topic names: agricultural, airplane, baseball field, diamond, beach, buildings, chaparral, dense 

residential, forest, freeway, golf course, harbor, intersection, medium residential, mobile home 

park, overpass, parking lot, river, runway, sparse residential, storage tanks, and tennis court

Figure 5. Two examples of extracting topics from data sets. The total topic names are also shown.

3.2. Semantic-Guided Decoder

The semantic-guided decoder is mainly composed of two multi-head attention blocks.
Section 3.1 showed that using only local patch features cannot represent the global semantic
information in remote sensing images. To generate better captions, we designed the
semantic-guided attention and cross-attention modules. The two parts of the output in
the encoder (in Equation (3)) are used in the two attention modules, respectively. The
semantic-guided decoder generates the next word token, based on the two parts above and
the pre-predicted words.

In the semantic-guided attention module, as the new words should only rely on the
previously predicted words, the mask attention is applied; that is, the attention weights
of the words not generated should be quite small, and the new words are not influenced
by them.

The difference of the semantic-guided attention module, compared to the conventional
mask self-attention module, is that we add the topic semantic features VT in the key and
value vectors. While using the Vit features as the backbone feature extractors to carry
out downstream tasks, the two parts in Equation (3) are not separated, as we mainly use
the image features. However, in remote sensing image captioning, the global semantic
information is also necessary. Based on this, considering that the number of topic features
is only 1 and there are N local patch features, the important topic features will be hard
to notice if not separated from patch features. Additionally, the topic features are high-
level semantic word-embedding vectors, containing the information in word space, so we
incorporate the topic features into the mask multi-head attention module.

Specifically, VT is concatenated with the word embedding vector to form the key and
value vector. When each word embedding vector performs the mask attention operation,
the extra VT will not be influenced and will be noticed at each time step, which is helpful in
generating words specific to the global semantic information. After adding VT , the new
semantic-guided attention block can be expressed as
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X = AddNorm(MaskMHA(Q, K, V)),
Q = X,
K = V = [VT , X],

(4)

where X represents the output of the previous decoder (corresponding to the sentence
word-embedding in the first decoder layer) and [, ] denotes the concatenate operation.
Compare with the conventional self-attention block (whose Q, K, V have the same value
and are all equal to X), extra global semantic information is added in Equation (4).

VT is taken as prior knowledge and is a high-level semantic word-embedding vector
based on the large scene. On this basis, the sequence can be used to obtain the global
semantic information early and correctly, rather than mining in the later large-scale image
patch features. For example, in two similar scenes, such as the ‘dense residential area’ and
‘commercial area’ shown in Figure 3, where there are many buildings in the two images, the
topic token can help to generate some high-semantic-level words, such as ‘dense residential’
and ‘commercial.’ In the model without the topic token, the model needs to excavate the
inner information, and the final result may not be accurate.

The second multi-head attention layer is a cross-modal attention between words and
the image features. It aims to generate the corresponding description according to a given
image feature. The cross-modal attention is expressed as

X = AddNorm(MHA(X, VI , VI)), (5)

where X represents the output of the semantic-guided attention block and VI is the image
feature. The output is used as the input to the next decoder. In the final decoder, the caption
is obtained using a fully connected layer and a soft-max layer.

To guide the decoder generates high-level semantic words, we modify the conventional
self-attention by using the topic feature. In the proposed semantic-guided decoder, the
global semantic information from topic token can be utilized and guide the word generation.

3.3. Mask–Cross-Entropy Training Strategy

For remote sensing image captioning, dense and multiple objects are hard to express
using a common sentence pattern. Furthermore, as the description is simpler than that
for natural images, when the model generates sentences with limited diversity, the lack of
diversity among sentences will be more obvious. Therefore, improving the diversity of
captioning is urgent, but has been rarely explored in the past. We address this problem in
this section.

Masking is an effective learning strategy which has already been used in MAE [45]
(Masked autoencoders) and BEIT [46] (bidirectional encoder representation from image
Transformers) to enhance the model learning ability and to explore the relationships among
objects. Inspired by this, to suppress the exposure bias [20] in CE, we propose a Mask–Cross-
Entropy (Mask-CE) training strategy. The main idea of Mask-CE is randomly masking
some words in the ground truth. Specifically, in each iteration, we randomly replace some
words in the sequence with [Mask] before the word-embedding layer, where the [Mask]
is another word token, similar to [bos] (beginning of a sequence). The loss function of
Mask-CE is written as:

Loss = −
L
∑

t=1
log

(
pθ

(
yt

∣∣∣ymask
1:t−1

))
, (6)

where the y denotes the ground-truth words, θ is the model parameter, and ymask is the
mask sentence, T is the length of ground-truth sentence. For each predicted time step,
the probability pθ of the next word yt is obtained according to the given previous mask-
sentence words.
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The difference of Mask-CE from the Mask strategies used in MAE and BEIT is that the
[Mask] token only affects the words behind it but not itself while predicting words, and the
model needs to predict all words, not only words with the [Mask] token. In comparison, in
MAE and BEIT, the model mainly reconstructs the masked patches, and the normal patches
will not be affected.

Moreover, different from the exposure bias problem in CE, in the training stage of
Mask-CE, some ground-truth words are unknown; thus, the model needs to predict the
word based on some noisy words ([Mask]) and fewer ground-truth words. In the actual
prediction, the model can also only rely on its own prediction, which may not be the ground
truth. Therefore, the training environment of Mask-CE is closer to the actual prediction,
such that the exposure bias can be suppressed.

The key point of the [Mask] operation is to explore the word relations, and it can be
observed that the predicted word often relies on some keywords. If keywords are replaced
with [Mask], Mask-CE will enforce the model to predict the word from other words, whose
relation may not yet be explored, but which is useful. As the position of [Mask] is random,
with an increasing number of iterations, the [Mask] token will cover every word in the
sentence, which means that the relationships between words are better explored. In short,
Mask-CE can overcome the exposure bias in CE and combines some of the core context of SC,
and so it can ensure that the model generates captions with high accuracy and diversity.

4. Experiments and Analysis
4.1. Data Set and Setting
4.1.1. Data Set

Three open public remote sensing image captioning data sets were used to test the
proposed method. The split of the training, validation, and testing sets was 80%, 10%, and
10%, respectively. To ensure fairness in the experimental comparison, we split the data sets
following publicly available splits [6,27]. The details of the three data sets are provided in
the following.

(1) The Sydney data set [6] contains 613 images with a size of 500× 500 pixels. The images
are from Australia, obtained from Google Earth, and comprise seven categories.

(2) The UCM data set [6] is based on the UC Merced Land-Use data [47], which contains
21 categories and 2100 images with size of 256 × 256 pixels.

(3) The RSICD data set [27] contains 10,921 images in 30 categories, where the size of each
image is 224 × 224 pixels. Compared with other data sets, RSICD has a larger number
of images and richer descriptions.
Each image in these three data sets has five corresponding human-annotated descriptions.

In order to show the differences among the data sets more intuitively, some images
and corresponding descriptions of the RSICD and Sydney data sets are illustrated in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively. It can be observed that the categories and descriptions are
more complex in the RSICD data set than in the Sydney data set, while the resolution in
Sydney is higher.

4.1.2. Evaluation Metrics

Following the general evaluation metrics, we employed the following captioning
metrics: BLEU [33], Rouge [48], Meteor [49], and CIDEr [34]. Meanwhile, the Self-
CIDEr [40] score was used to compare the diversity performance in the ablation study.

BLEU: BLEU is a commonly used evaluation index in the field of machine translation.
BLEU directly counts how many words in the ground truth have been successfully pre-
dicted. To evaluate sentence integrity, BLEU uses four sub-indices to evaluate the words in
n-grams.

Rouge-L: The basic concept of Rouge-L is similar to that of BLEU. Rouge uses the
recall score for evaluation, but not the accuracy score (as in BLEU).
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Many houses arranged neatly and divided into rectangles by some roads .

A residential area with lots of houses arranged neatly and some 
roads go through this area .

This is a residential area with many houses arranged neatly .

There are lots of houses arranged densely and divided into rectangles 
by some roads .

Many houses arranged neatly and divided into rectangles by some roads .

Two white airplanes parked on the airport.

Two white airplanes parked on the airport with some buildings beside.

There are Two white airplanes parked on the airport with some buildings 
beside.

Two white airplanes parked on the airport with some white buildings beside.

A big airport with only two airplanes parked on.

Figure 6. Some images and two image-captioning pairs in Sydney data set.

Meteor: Different from the direct comparison in BLEU, Meteor takes into account
word forms and synonyms, and uses the F1 score as the evaluation metric, which combines
the recall and precision.

CIDEr: CIDEr sums the weighted cosine similarity of words in different n-grams,
considering the word frequency as the weight. Generally speaking, the general words in a
sentence often contain little semantic information, and so they have low weight. CIDEr can
accurately express semantic information, as it captures the keywords in the sentence well.

Self-CIDEr: Self-CIDEr first calculates the CIDEr score based on the sampled captions,
and then uses CIDEr as the kernel to calculate the singular vector decomposition (SVD)
over autocorrelation matrices. This score mainly evaluates the diversity among sampled
captions with respect to the CIDEr score.
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four planes are stopped on the open space between the parking lot .

some cars and two buildings are near four planes .

four planes are parked next to two buildings on an airport .

four white planes are between two white buildings .

four planes are parked next to two buildings on an airport .

is a school with many buildings and red land while surrounded byroad .

some sports place in the middle while surrounded by many buildings .

a school with many buildings and sports place in it .

many buildings with gray roof around and many place with red land in 

the middle .

many buildings and playgrounds are in a school .

Figure 7. Some images and two image-captioning pairs in RSICD data sets. It can be observed that
the large scene has various objects and the captions are abundant.

Among the above metrics, BLEU and Rouge are mainly used to evaluate sentence
integrity and consistency, but are less effective at measuring the semantic information.
Meteor can better explore the semantics and similarities in sentences. CIDEr and Self-CIDEr
are mainly used in image captioning, in order to evaluate whether the semantic words are
well-captured. For any of the above metrics, a higher score indicates a better performance.

4.1.3. Training Details

In the topic encoder, the number of encoder layers Ne was 12. For UCM and RSICD
data sets, to use the pre-trained weights on ImageNet [50] as the initial weights, the images
were resized to 224 × 224 pixels while, for the Sydney data set, we chose to resize them
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to 384 × 384 pixels. In the decoder, the number of decoder layers was two, and the word
embedding size was 768. For each attention module, we set up eight different attention
heads. In the training stage, the initial learning rate was set as 3× 10−5, which decayed by
0.8 every three epochs. The number of training epochs was set as 20. In the inference stage,
the beam search [51] method was applied, where the beam size was set to three.

4.1.4. Compared Models

Most state-of-the-art models in natural image captioning cannot be directly applied to
remote sensing image captioning, as they are based on the existing Faster-RCNN bounding
box features, which do not fit well in remote sensing images. Under this condition, we
compared our model with several state-of-the-art models in remote sensing image captioning.
In the following models—except for VRTMM—the main framework is based on CNN + LSTM.

(1) Soft attention and Hard attention [27]: The basic framework is VGG-16 + LSTM for
both of these models. The soft attention gives weights to different image feature parts,
according to the hidden state, while the hard attention samples different image parts
and optimizes them by reinforcement learning.

(2) Structured-attention [28]: The main framework of Structured-attention is ResNet50 + LSTM.
The structured attention module utilizes the structural characteristics in remote sensing
images and obtains image region structured segmentation features through a selective
search [52].

(3) AttrAttention [53]: An attribute attention mechanism is proposed to obtain the high-
level attributes from VGG-16, while the encoded features are a combination of image
features and the attribute features.

(4) MLA [30]: In MLA (Multi-level attention model), a multi-level attention mechanism is
set to choose whether to apply the image or the sequence as the main information to
generate the new word.

(5) RASG [32]: The decoder in RASG is based on an Up–Down attention model [22]. A
recurrent attention and semantic gate are proposed in the decoder, in order to help
integrate visual features and attention features to generate a better context vector.

(6) VRTMM [31]: In VRTMM, image features are captured by a variational auto-encoder
model. Furthermore, VRTMM replaces the LSTM with Transformer as the decoder,
thus achieving better performance.

4.2. Experimental Results

The evaluation scores of different models on the three data sets are shown in Tables 1–3.
All experimental results followed the same open public data splits [6,27], and the best scores
are marked in bold. The BLEU-n are four BLEU indices with n-grams. The different n-
grams provide an assessment of whether n words are in a particular order. The CIDEr score
is the most commonly used metric, which can evaluate whether the global semantic words
are generated. It is easy to see that our model presented superior performance over the
compared models in almost all of the metrics.

Table 1. Comparison scores (%) on UCM data set.

Method BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGEL CIDEr

Soft-attention [27] 74.54 65.45 58.55 52.50 38.86 72.37 261.24
Hard-attention [27] 81.57 73.12 67.02 61.82 42.63 76.98 299.47
Struct-attention [28] 85.38 80.35 75.72 71.49 46.32 81.41 334.89
AttrAttention [53] 81.54 75.75 69.36 64.58 42.40 76.32 318.64

MLA [30] 84.06 78.03 73.33 69.16 53.30 81.96 311.93
RASG [32] 85.18 79.25 74.32 69.76 45.71 80.72 338.87

VRTMM [31] 83.94 77.85 72.83 68.28 45.27 80.26 349.48
Ours 89.36 84.82 80.57 76.50 50.81 85.86 389.92
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Table 2. Comparison scores (%) on Sydney data set.

Method BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGEL CIDEr

Soft-attention [27] 73.22 66.74 62.23 58.20 39.42 71.27 249.93
Hard-attention [27] 75.91 66.10 58.89 52.58 38.98 71.89 218.19
Struct-attention [28] 77.95 70.19 63.92 58.61 39.54 72.99 237.91
AttrAttention [53] 81.43 73.51 65.86 58.06 41.11 71.95 230.21

MLA [30] 81.52 74.44 67.55 61.39 45.60 70.62 199.24
RASG [32] 80.00 72.17 65.31 59.09 39.08 72.18 263.11

VRTMM [31] 74.43 67.23 61.72 56.99 37.48 66.98 252.85
Ours 83.38 75.72 67.72 59.80 43.46 76.60 269.82

Table 3. Comparison scores (%) on RSICD data set.

Method BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGEL CIDEr

Soft-attention [27] 67.53 53.08 43.33 36.17 32.55 61.09 196.43
Hard-attention [27] 66.69 51.82 41.64 34.07 32.01 60.84 179.25
Struct-attention [28] 70.16 56.14 46.48 39.34 32.91 57.06 170.31
AttrAttention [53] 75.71 63.36 53.85 46.12 35.13 64.58 235.63

MLA [30] 77.25 62.90 53.28 46.08 34.71 69.10 236.37
RASG [32] 77.29 66.51 57.82 50.62 36.26 66.91 275.49

VRTMM [31] 78.13 67.21 56.45 51.23 37.37 67.13 271.50
Ours 80.42 69.96 61.36 54.14 39.37 70.58 298.39

Diversity is also a key point to evaluate the description ability of models. To further
evaluate our method performance, in terms of accuracy and diversity, we show some
sentences generated using our method in Figure 8, which will be discussed in detail in
Section 4.4.

4.3. Discussion and Analysis

The core difference among the state-of-the-art models lies in their attention modules.
Compared with the image features in Soft- and Hard-attention mechanisms, Structured-
attention provides segmentation features to improve accuracy and decrease the training
difficulty of the attention module. However, for the RSICD and Sydney data sets, whose
images are difficult to segment through a selective search, the improvement is quite lim-
ited and, in some cases, it showed worse performance. The result of Struct-attention also
demonstrated that obtaining the region object features is useful, but conventional algo-
rithms cannot deal with the complex objects in remote sensing images. To extract image
features considering remote sensing characteristics, the multi-head attention in Transformer
was applied in our model encoder, which could capture the abundant relationships among
objects in order to perform better in the three data sets under consideration.

The VRTMM mainly modifies the framework in the sentence decoding stage, replacing
the LSTM with Transformer as the decoder. Compared with other models using an LSTM
as the decoder, the Transformer decoder with multi-head attention can better explore
the word relationships, leading to improvement in some scores. However, VRTMM also
applied the Cross-Entropy and Self-Critical training strategy, which resulted in higher
scores at the expense of losing diversity in the generated descriptions. In comparison, the
Mask–Cross-Entropy training strategy was applied to train our model, and a balanced
improvement in both aspects was observed. The diversity comparison is illustrated in
Section 4.4; to evaluate the diversity, another evaluation metric—namely, Self-CIDEr—was
also assessed.

To some extent, extra global semantic information was provided in AttrAttention,
MLA, and RASG, which led to performance improvements to some extent. In our model,
an extra topic token was added to extract this information. The topic token is trainable
and can interact with both image and language features. Compared with the semantic
information calculated by the mean pooling operation or soft-max layer, the topic token
can capture the semantic information more accurately. In the evaluation metrics, the CIDEr
score mainly evaluates whether the semantic words are captured. It was found that the
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CIDEr score had the largest increase in our model, which also indicates that the use of the
topic token is an effective method to express global semantic information.

• GT: white waves in green ocean is near yellow beach.

• CE+SC: yellow beach is near a piece of green ocean.

• Mask-CE: yellow beach is near a piece of green ocean 
with white waves. 

• GT: white buildings next to have a lot of green 
trees.

• CE+SC: many buildings and green trees are around 
a center building.

• Mask-CE: some green trees and a parking lot are 
around a circle building. 

• GT: it is a large piece of desert.

• CE+SC: it is a piece of yellow desert.

• Mask-CE: some ripples are in a piece of yellow 
desert.

• GT: a lot of green grass grew on the playground.

• CE+SC: many buildings and some green trees are 
around a playground.

• Mask-CE: the playground consists of a red track and a 
green football field.

• GT: some boats are in a port near green plants.

• CE+SC: many boats are in a port near many buildings.

• Mask-CE: several boats are in a port near a wharf.

• GT: several buildings with green trees and swimming 
pools are near a beach.

• CE+SC: many buildings and green trees are in a resort 
near a beach.

• Mask-CE: several buildings with swimming pools are 
near a beach. 

Figure 8. Sentence comparison under different training strategies. The GT is one of the ground-truth
sentences, CE with SC and Mask-CE are two different sentences generated in two corresponding
training stages. Some common words are colored in red, and the diverse words are colored in blue.

In order to better explain the effect of multi-head attention, word–image attention
maps in two of the multi-attention heads are visualized in Figure 9, where the red and
green areas are the regions with higher attention weight. It can be seen that the attention
maps are various in different attention heads, and some semantic word attentions are
focused in different regions; thus, the generated words are based on the information of
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different regions information. With the increasing number of attention heads, although
some information is useless in some attention heads, the multi-head attention strategy
can learn more explicable and visible information from different aspects. Finally, the
information will be integrated using a weight vector, in order to obtain the specific attention
value which is effective for the task.

Mask Multi-Head 

Attention

Cross Multi-Head 

Attention

Query

Key Value Key Value

Query Feed 

Forward
Mask Word Embedding

...

Visualize

buildings

Mask Word Embedding 

with Topic Token 
Image Patch Features

many and green trees

are around an irregular pond

many buildings and green trees

are around an irregular pond

1head

2head

... ...

8head

many buildings and green trees

are around an irregular pond

...

Figure 9. Visualization of cross-modal multi-head attention in decoder.
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The drawback of our model is that the topic Transformer encoder relies on the size
of the data volume. As the topic encoder is based on a 12-layer Transformer network, it
requires a large volume of data for training. As shown in Table 2, although the size of
the Sydney data set was only 613, compared with 10,921 in RSICD, the improvement was
relatively limited.

4.4. Ablation Experiments

Ablation experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of three compo-
nents in our model, including the topic token, the MLP layer between the encoder and
decoder, and the Mask–Cross-Entropy training strategy. The ablation experiments were
performed by the following ways.

• To find the effect of the topic token, we removed it from the topic encoder and kept
other configurations unchanged.

• The MLP layer was removed in order to evaluate the importance of this fine-tuning
layer, and the parameters of topic encoder were set to be frozen at the same time.

• We trained the model using an ordinary strategy and compared it with the perfor-
mance obtained when trained with Mask–Cross-Entropy.

The ablation experiment results of topic token and MLP are shown in Table 4. It can be
observed that removing either of the two modules degraded the performance of the model,
and removing the topic token led to a more obvious reduction than removing MLP. This
phenomenon indicates that the extra global semantic information expressed by the topic
token was more important for visual content understanding. The MLP is mainly used for
fine-tuning the encoded features in order to overcome the gap between classification and
captioning tasks. The combination of global semantic information and fine-tuning encoded
features can enhance the model, in order to generate words more comprehensively and
precisely.

Table 4. Ablation experiment scores (%) on RSICD data set.

Topic MLP BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGEL CIDEr

× × 79.38 67.58 58.50 51.82 38.13 68.68 287.97
× X 79.12 68.05 59.03 51.77 38.35 68.99 293.22
X × 79.47 69.28 60.33 52.86 38.53 69.31 295.73
X X 80.40 69.95 61.34 54.12 39.36 70.51 298.39

The results with the different training strategies are shown in Table 5. To compare the
diversity performance, the Self-CIDEr [40] score was assessed and, for fair comparison in
sentence diversity, the beam search strategy was not used while calculating the Self-CIDEr
score. It can be observed that the accuracy score of the model trained by Mask-CE was
almost the same as the model trained using CE with SC, and both of them were better than
the model only trained using CE. The diversity score with Mask-CE was near to that of CE
and much higher than that of CE and SC.

Table 5. Comparison scores (%) of different strategies on RSICD data set. B, M, R, C, and Self-C
represent BLEU, Meteor, Rouge-L, CIDEr, and Self-CIDEr, respectively.

Dataset Strategy B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 M R C Self-C

CE 88.39 83.59 79.09 74.82 48.72 83.69 365.66 59.94
UCM CE and SC 87.48 83.06 78.71 74.16 48.32 82.95 377.85 15.80

Mask-CE 89.36 85.17 80.57 76.50 51.38 85.85 389.92 59.86

CE 81.55 73.15 65.17 57.96 41.95 74.42 261.60 63.94
Sydney CE and SC 82.19 75.23 69.02 63.57 43.61 75.43 272.90 8.33

Mask-CE 83.38 75.72 67.72 59.80 43.46 76.60 269.82 60.61

CE 79.31 68.74 59.60 51.31 38.78 69.00 292.31 69.28
RSICD CE and SC 79.46 68.34 59.74 52.63 38.87 69.33 301.76 13.12

Mask-CE 80.42 69.96 61.36 54.14 39.37 70.58 298.39 60.41
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To further illustrate the effect of Mask-CE on sentence diversity, some sentence gen-
eration results based on different training strategies and the corresponding ground truth
are exhibited in Figure 8. It can be seen that some phrases, such as “many buildings” or
“green trees”, had a high probability of occurrence in CE with SC. In contrast, Mask-CE can
effectively prevent this situation while promoting sentence diversity.

From the above experiments, it can be observed the Mask-CE method maintained
diversity as much as possible without much loss of accuracy.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a mask-guided Transformer with topic token is proposed for remote
sensing image captioning. The model can generate sentences with high accuracy and
diversity. At first, the topic encoder utilizes the topic token to interact with the scene and
objects in the image to represent the global semantic information, and the semantic-guided
decoder is introduced to generate words with the assistance of the topic token. Moreover,
the Mask–Cross-Entropy training strategy replaces some input words with [Mask], forcing
the model to better explore the word relationships. The experimental results of the proposed
model on three data sets outperform those of state-of-the-art models, and it obtained the
highest CIDEr score (298.39) in the RSICD data set.

Our method is designed for remote sensing images, mainly addressing the difficulty
of extracting large-scene image features and global semantic information. The use of this
framework can be also explored in other images with similar characteristics. Additionally,
although the Mask–Cross-Entropy strategy was found to be effective in remote sensing
image captioning tasks, it may also be fit for other image captioning tasks. Our method
also has limitations, as the Transformer performance relies on the data volume: if the data
size is limited, the performance will also decrease to some extent.

In the future, with the further development of remote sensing technology, the contents
of image will be more complex, and so it will become more difficult to describe the im-
ages. Therefore, we plan to upgrade our model in the following aspects: (1) Considering
the difference between a remote sensing image and a natural image, using the ordinary
evaluation metrics may be insufficient, so we will explore more appropriate evaluation
metrics in accordance with remote sensing image characteristics, such as evaluating words
associated with relative object positions. (2) To describe objects more accurately, the fine-
grained features should be extracted in the encoder; in this way, we intend to combine the
Transformer with fine-grained learning. (3) Considering the shortcomings of our model,
we will try to use some data augmentation methods and reduce some of the unnecessary
model parameters to overcome the high data volume requirement.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations and mathematical symbols are used in this manuscript:

CNN Convolutional neural networks.
Faster-R-CNN Faster region convolutional neural networks.
LSTM Long- and short-term memory.
ResNet Residual network.
VGG Visual geometry group.
RSICD Remote sensing image captioning data set.
CE Cross-entropy.
SC Self-critical.
Mask-CE Mask–Cross-Entropy
NIC Neural image caption.
AOA Attention on attention.
UCM UC Merced.
VRTMM Variational autoencoder and reinforcement learning.

based two-stage multitask learning model.
RASG recurrent attention and semantic gate.
GAN Generative adversarial network.
VAE Variational auto encoder.
SLL-SLE Sequence-level learning via sequence level exploration.
Vit Vision Transformer.
Bert Bidirectional rncoder representations from Transformers.
MLP Multilayer perceptron.
MAE Masked autoencoders.
BEIT Bidirectional encoder representation from image Transformers.
BLEU Biingual evaluation understudy.
Rouge-L Recall-oriented understudy for gisting evaluation—Longest.
Meteor Metric for Evaluation of translation with explicit ordering.
CIDEr Consensus-based image description evaluation.
MLA Multi-level attention model.
h The height of the image.
w The width of the image.
s The height and width of the image patch.
N The number of image patches.
V1 Input of the topic encoder.
T The proposed topic token.
ppos The position encoding.
pn The nth image patch.
Ne The number of encoder layers.
Nd The number of decoder layers.
MHA The multi-head attention mechanism.
Q, K, V The query, key, and value vector of attention mechanism.
W Weight matrix.
d The scale factor of attention mechanism.
VT The topic feature.
VI The image feature.
VNe The output of topic encoder.
AddNorm Residual connection and layer normalization.
X The output of the previous decoder.
MaskMHA The mask multi-head attention mechanism.
L The length of ground-truth sentence.
t Current time step.
y The ground-truth sentence.
θ The model parameter.
ymask The mask sentence.
pθ The probability of generating specific word.
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